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1 Introduction
When examining urban growth we focus on the question of how the underlying
principles of the development of human settlements can be transferred into mathemati-
cal models and algorithms. This is not only about the explanation of a certain condition
but also about the temporal development as well as the transitions of one condition to
another, and finally about the influence of political, social, economic, and ecological
frameworks, which are reflected in the control parameters. Generating or growing a
watched phenomenon in silicio is considered by Epstein and Axtell (1996) as a new
method of scientific discussion, as a generative explanation:
‘‘Perhaps one day people will interpret the question `Can you explain it?' as asking
`Can you grow it?' '' (Epstein and Axtell, 1996, page 20).
The agent-based model built by Dean et al (2000) to throw light on the development of
the prehistoric Anasazi culture in a restricted area of northwest Arizona is a good
example of the combination of ecological, economic, social, and religious conditions
with changes in the corresponding settlement pattern. We will come back to the
possible consequences of these different influences at the end of this paper.
This paper contributes to the search for a general generative explanation of the
evolution of certain regional and urban settlement structures. In the development of
the model particular attention was given to the control parameters that allow one to
manipulate the artificial growth processes. The principle of parsimony suggests that the
number of control parameters be reduced as far as possible. However, this is often
associated with the difficulty of linking the control parameters of an explanation model
of urban development with the social, economic, ecological, and political conditions of
reality. Take, for example, the aggregation models by Benguigui (1995) or Andersson
et al (2002), in which urban growth depends largely on a noise or random value. Indeed
the principle of parsimony is demonstrated in an exemplary fashion here, though
exactly how this highly aggregate parameter can be interpreted remains unclear.
Andersson et al (2002) interpret this parameter in a pragmatic but unsatisfactory
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way as a part of a system for which no model currently exists. Batty (2005) regards
such random variables as equivalent to suddenly appearing innovations.
Avoiding a rash reduction in complexity of the problem in this context, it seems
reasonable to examine more closely the principle of plenitude. Consequently, in the
following description, we will repeatedly address the question of a sensible connection
between the control parameters and the conditions of reality.
2 State of the art
Dendritic growth without meshing is a general characteristic of models based on the
principle of a diffusion limited aggregation (DLA) process. In Batty et al (1999) we
find an example of a DLA model which describes the growth of several clusters whose
respective roads do not connect within a cluster or between clusters, but which form
dendritic structures. To achieve a meshing of the dendrites in aggregation models,
further rules can be added. For example, a road network can be enlarged at each
node in one of four directions. By executing this rule repeatedly, an automatically
meshed network of orthographic, equally long street segments results (Batty and Xie,
1997). If the lengths of the segments are varied and the possible directions are not
restricted to an orthogonal grid, a disproportionate amount of dead ends arise and the
networking of the roads arises by coincidental overlapping. With their `path node
generator' Erickson and Lloyd Jones (1997) show another example, in which a test
mechanism is introduced, which after adding a new street element checks if another
street element is nearby and links the two where necessary. The meshing of the road
system is essentially controlled by the rate at which house elements are placed along
the roads. In this model the development of the settlement is determined by the
successive aggregation of street elements, which can be attached either in front, or to
the left or right, following a defined weighting. The ability to vary the size of the area
enclosed by roads as well as the density of the settlement is limited in this model, which
is why the resulting settlement patterns are always alike and reminiscent of informal
structures of unplanned settlements.
The models specified so far were all based on an orthogonal cell grid and the cells
can be in different states, essentially corresponding to the three land uses: free area,
building, and street. Sembolini (2000) introduces a model with an irregular cell struc-
ture in which the cell edges and areas as well as the neighbourhood relations are
defined by means of Delaunay triangulation or a Voronoi diagram. The centres of
the cells form the basic framework of the road system, which is generated as an
independent structure along the Delaunay triangulation. The expansion of the road
network is subject to two conditions. Firstly, if at least one built-upon cell is located in
the neighbourhood at the end of a street, the existing route is continued as straightly as
possible. Secondly, if a node is already part of a street, and the number of street
nodes in the wider surroundings falls below a certain threshold value, and the
neighbourhood exhibits at least three service cells, two new street sections are
attached to the existing road on the left and on the right in as orthogonal an
orientation as possible. These rules yield a road system with exclusively four-way
crossroads and with a geometry that is predefined by the arrangement of the cells.
The land-use development is the generator for the expansion of the road network,
since under both growth conditions at least one built-upon cell exists in the surround-
ing area. Another unusual feature of this model is the dynamically changing cell
structure. Under certain conditions further cells are inserted into the system and the
geometry of the surrounding cells is adapted. This can be understood as an approach
towards the division of a plot that is not quite correct, as an original cell is not divided
but rather a new cell is inserted between two existing cells. Although, by means of the
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irregular Voronoi diagram, the topological neighbourhood relationships of a settlement
can be expressed better, a sensible combination with the roadside environment is missing.
Despite the relatively complex method of Delaunay triangulation, the geometric repre-
sentation of the spatial arrangement is just as insufficient as with conventional regular
grid structures. Both methods have their own advantages and disadvantages.
A further relevant approach for a generative theory is based on the `shape grammar'
principle. Compared with the additive logic of the aggregation models, the `shape
grammar' method offers the ability to divide a defined urban area into patches and
to declare the resulting edges as streets. Duarte et al (2007) have extended the `shape
grammar' technique to an `urban grammar' and have demonstrated the generation of an
urban fabric using the example of a quarter in Marrakesh. This method produces very
realistic results, whose geometry is not bound to any basic grid, but requires the
implementation of a variety of micro rules for all combination possibilities of streets
and plots. In Duarte et al's (2007) paper, we can count sixty-five such rules, and
accordingly these require the definition of many control parameters. Finally, it should
also be noted that, with the `urban grammar' method, the development of a settlement
structure is primarily determined by the spread of the road system.
The theory of field types (Humpert, 1992; 1997) (figure 1) integrates some essential
principles of urban development and offers a suitable systematisation for the model we
will develop below. The nucleus type describes the beginning of a settlement and can be
understood as a kind of seed. The cluster type corresponds to the informal agglomer-
ation processes of unplanned settlements and also contains the division of a plot by the
inclusion of further buildings or occupancies. The highwayman type describes passive
settlement along existing roads and the boom type extends the highwayman type for
active development of the hinterland through newly laid out roads. The transition
process from the original pattern of fields and farm roads to the urban structure is
described by the interlink type. Finally, the plan type describes the man-made design of
the environment.
3 The road system
In the first step we deal with the generation of a road system. As a starting point we
use a variation of the Eden (1960) model. In the middle of a regular cell grid one cell is
occupied with an initialisation node (nucleus). With every step thereafter further nodes
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f )
Figure 1. The six field types: (a) nucleus, (b) cluster, (c) highwayman, (d) boom type, (e) interlink,
(f ) plan (Humpert, 1992).
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are placed on randomly selected neighbouring cells and linked by an edge with existing
nodes within a certain radius. For the formal notation we assign to every cell H an
index i fi  1, 2, .::, nHg. The cell in the middle of the grid is given the index c.
Consequently, a cell H occupied by a node N fl  1, 2, .::, nNg is labelled with
NHil  1 and the state of a cell is written as SHi. Now the initial configuration can
be expressed as:
NHc0  1, NHi0  0, 8i 6 c; SH0  0 . (1)
The cells in which further nodes can be placed are marked by their state. The states are
defined as SH  0 for empty cells that do not neighbour an occupied or closed cell
(empty), SH  1 for cells occupied with a node (occupied), SH  2 for cells which
neighbour an occupied cell (closed), and SH  3 for empty cells that neighbour a
closed cell (candidates). Further nodes can be placed only on candidate cells (SH  3).
For the definition of cells for a possible aggregation we deviate from the Eden
model. If there is already a node in the Moore neighbourhood of a considered cell, it
is closed so that the road system does not get too dense and a wider variation of the
angles becomes possible [figure 2(a)]. As potential cells for aggregation (candidates),
empty cells are indicated that have a closed cell in the Moore neighbourhood U(H )
with k  1 (figure 3). The rule for the transition of a cell state is denoted as a state
transition rule and is as follows:
SHt 1 
1, if NHt   1,
2, if
X
G
f1jG 2 UH , H =2 G, NG > 1,
3, if
X
G
f1jG 2 UH , H =2 G, SG  2g > 1 and SHt   0,
0, otherwise.
8>>>>><>>>>>:
(2)
For the correct transformation of the states, rule (2) must be executed twice in
succession. The various cell states are illustrated in figure 2(a). With each step t a new
mode is added on a randomly selected candidate cell, as defined by the development
rule:
if SHt   3 and SHt   eHt   max ,
(3)
then NHt 1  1 ,
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2. [In colour online, see http://dx.doi.org/10.1068/b34025] (a) States of the cells: empty
(white), closed (grey), and candidate (red). The nodes are represented as points and the edges as
lines. (b) and (c) Networking rule: to link two nodes they must be within a radius r and the
shortest path between them via the existing graph must be greater than X steps.
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where eH is a noise value in the unit interval [0,1]. A networking rule [figures 2(b) and
2(c)] defines how a newly added node is linked to existing nodes and can be expressed
formally as:
if d < r and K > X  then ENi;Nj , (4)
where d is the distance between the nodes. If there is another node located within a
radius R, the rule checks whether the number K of nodes one has to pass through on
the shortest path in a graph between start and target node is larger than X. The value
X specifies the minimum required distance between two nodes Ni and Nj before they
are linked with one another and an edge E is drawn between them. To determine
the shortest path we use the A* algorithm. The first edge is simply connected to the
nearest node. After the networking rule is executed, the procedure starts again at
rule (2). To simplify the process the radius r, within which existing nodes are searched
for, can be adapted to an extended Moore neighbourhood (figure 3).
With this simple model we can generate networks with different mesh sizes by
varying the parameter X (figure 4). The problem of poor networking of dendritic
structures discussed earlier is overcome by using the networking rule (4). A more
detailed analysis of the control parameter X and the resulting networks using the
measurement of the mean length (m) follows in the analysis section (figure 8).
The development of a road network never proceeds without necessity, but is
coupled to the land-use distribution. The mutual dependency of land-use development
and road system is discussed in the next section.
x
y
(a) (b) (c) (d)
k  4
Figure 3. Different neighbourhood definitions U(H . (a) Von Neumann neighbourhood; (b) ^ (d)
Moore neighbourhoods with different neighbourhood sizes: (b) k  1, (c) k  2, and (d) k  4.
X  2 X  3 X  4 X  5 X  6
X  7 X  8 X  9 X  10 X  11
Figure 4. [In colour online.] Road networks with different mesh sizes (X  2^ 11).
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4 Land-use development
Because of the costs involved, infrastructures such as streets are only built for a reason.
As such, road infrastructure develops in conjunction with uses and their interrelation-
ships. In the next step we therefore examine the settlement process in the framework of
our model.
The traditional theory of urban economy assumes in its description of land-use
development that there is an exogenously predefined road infrastructure along which
the settlement samples develop, thereby saving transport costs and the costs of road
infrastructure construction. Most classical land-use models adhere to this assumption.
Clarke et al (1997) use this principle in their cellular automata model by defining the
areas along existing streets, just like areas in the surroundings of agglomerations,
as gravitation areas for further settlements.
Even today, despite an institutionalised planning process, it is not always clear what
the driving force is behind urban development: an attractive place to settle in or an
existing road infrastructure? It is equally unclear whether, at the outset of the urban-
isation process, the settlement of a region followed the pattern of available paths or
whether the paths resulted from movement between populated areas. The question is
therefore whether streets form the driving force for the settlement of the adjacent areas
or whether the distribution of settlements in the region determines the formation of the
connecting paths. Certainly one can cite examples for both positions. A plausible
suggestion is that both scenarios apply with different weights which may shift over
the course of time. These shifts can be a consequence of technological developments
as well as cultural and social changes.
The following discussion attempts to do justice to both possible development logic
alternatives by using two model configurations that are based on the sample principle.
According to Humpert's field types the first configuration is denoted by a cluster
model in which the land-use development is the primary driving power (figure 6).
The `polynucleated urban landscapes' model (Batty, 2005) is based on a similar con-
cept. The interlink model describes the second configuration, in which streets dominate
the pattern of settlement development (figure 7). This second configuration can be
compared with the concept of the attractive effect of a street presented by Clarke
et al (1997), though in the latter case streets were provided externally. In Batty and
Xie's (1997) model the settlement process and the development of the roads are coupled
with each other but the development of the roads is subordinate.
To enable an interaction between the system of routes and the settlement process,
we introduce another cell grid with a higher resolution, which at the same time
determines the scale of the system. In the existing model, 3 3 smaller cells are placed
per cell H so that in a cell H there are nine smaller cells M f j  1, 2, .::, nMg, denoted
by V(H ). H(M ) specifies the primary cell, in which the cell M under construction
is located. This partition follows the idea of a multilevel grid (Andersson et al, 2002;
Liu and Andersson, 2004). Furthermore, a diffusion process based on the coarse grid
defines the potential field and is explained in more detail below.We use a DLA model
transferred to the urban context as a basis (Batty, 1991; 2005; Batty and Longley, 1994),
which can also be described as a dielectrical breakdown model (DBM) (Schweitzer,
2003). The possible states of the cells M are defined as SM  0 for empty cells,
SM  1 for roads, and SM  2 for settled cells. The diffusion field determines the
potential PH of a cell to be built up.
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4.1 Cluster model
We start with the development that is driven by the settlement. Subject to a potential
field the cells are settled and any populated area is connected to the existing road
infrastructure. The model is initialised with:
NHc0  1, NHi0  0, 8i 6 c;
SH0  0, PH0  0, SM0  0 . (5)
The growth rate is predefined and corresponds to the number of cells M that are
settled per step at the place with the highest respective potential:
if SMt   0 and PMt   eMt   max ,
(6)
then SMt 1  2 ,
where the factor eH provides a random selection of several cells with the same
potential. If the primary cell H(M ) is not yet developed, a new node is put in its centre:
if NHM t   0, then NHM t 1  1 . (7)
The new node is then linked to the nearest existing node:
if dHi;Hj   min, then ENi;Nj  . (8)
If several existing nodes are possible for the first link, one is chosen randomly.
Afterwards the networking rule (4) is executed.
The road infrastructure is represented on the one hand as a graph and on the other
hand is transferred to the cell grid to enable an interaction with the settlement dynam-
ics. The vector lines of the graph are transferred to the cells M by means of Bresnham's
line algorithm (Hearn and Baker, 1996), whereby the cells between the respective start
and destination nodes are allocated the status of a street:
ENi;Nj  ! SM  1 . (9)
In a further step the potential is determined on the basis of the developed cells:
if CVH t  > 0 ,
(10)
then PHt 1 

CVH t 
9
1ÿPHt 
,
where
CVH t  
X
G
f1jG 2 VH , SG  2g . (11)
CVH =9 indicates the fraction of occupied cells M per cell H. To ensure that a cell with
CVH   1 is not automatically given a low potential value, the density of the neigh-
bour cells is taken into account, by raising the fraction of occupied cells (CVH =9) by
the power of the potential value of cell H. The potential field can now be calculated
by averaging the potential values of the von Neumann neighbourhood U(H ), including
the cell under consideration:
PHt 1 
X
G2UH 
PGt 
5
. (12)
So that the field approaches an equilibrium, equation (12) is executed repeatedly (five
times in the following examples). Finally, the potential values PH of the coarse grid are
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assigned to the subordinate cells V(H ):
PMt 1  PHM t 1 . (13)
At this point all procedures for a given step t have been executed and the process starts
again from instruction (6) with the next step t 1.
4.2 Interlink model
The cluster algorithm essentially corresponds to an adapted DBM and can now be
modified so that areas can be settled only when a road is already nearby. The extension
of the road network is defined by a potential field, which is produced by the populated
areas. For the initialisation of the model two nodes are placed at Hc1 and Hc2 and are
linked with an edge:
NHc10  1, NHc20  1, NHi0  0; 8i 6 fc1, c2g;
SH  0, PH0  0, SM0  0 . (14)
Subsequently conditions (8) and (9) are executed.
The settlement of empty cells M happens in the same manner as in the cluster
modelöthat is, at the place with the highest potential. However, in this case we
consider only cells that have a street cell as a neighbour or have a built-up cell in the
neighbourhood. Furthermore, a final condition is introduced whereby the potential
value of the considered cell has to exceed a certain threshold value Cdev , with which
the extent of the settlement in the hinterland without road infrastructure can be
controlled. Therefore equation (6) is enlarged as follows:
if SMt   0 and CUM  5 1 or PMt  > Cdev and BUM  5 1
and PMt   eMt   max , (15)
then SMt 1  2 ,
where
CUM t  
X
G
f1jG 2 UM , SG  1g ,
(16)
BUM t  
X
G
f1jG 2 UM , SG  2g .
The potential values for the developed (or settled) cells are then subsequently updated
by means of instructions (10) and (11), and the potential field is calculated and trans-
ferred using equations (12) and (13).
The road network is extended when a new mode is placed on a cell with the highest
potential, but only if the potential exceeds the threshold Cnode :
if SHt   3 and PHt  > Cnode and PHt   eHt   max , (17)
then NHt 1  1 .
The newly added node is linked with the existing nodes using the networking rule (4).
At this point all procedures for a given step t have been executed and the process starts
again from instruction (15) with the next step t 1.
For both methods the density of the settlements is determined primarily by the size
of the noise value eM(t ). The larger the noise value, the lower the probability that one
or several agglomerations will form. In an extreme case the settlement areas spread out
purely by accident. Correspondingly, the density of the settlement can be controlled
using a scaling factor teM(t ). Figure 5 shows five examples of structures of the cluster
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type for the spectrum of t. It can clearly be seen that, as the scaling factor t decreases,
the agglomerations get larger and their borders become clearer. In the agglomeration
clusters the density is normally highest in the centres and decreases only towards the edges.
4.3 Centripetal and centrifugal forces
For more precise control of the spreading behaviour of the settlement than is possible
using the scaling of a noise factor, we draw on a concept by Krugman. Krugman (1996)
introduces two contrary forces, where the first, Fpetal , has a centripetal or centralising effect
which represents the needs of the population and the economic advantages (economies of
scale) of settling close to one other, and the second, Ffugal , has a centrifugal, decentralising
effect which represents people's desire to occupy as much vacant space as possible and
to avoid competition with one other. This principle can be transferred to the model
represented above. The two forces are described as follows:
FMpetal t   Af1ÿ expopPMt g  eMt  , (18)
FMfugal t   Bf1ÿ expof PMt g  eMt  .
The factors A and B are scaling parameters which define the strength of the centripetal
or the centrifugal force and op and of affect the impact of the potential of a cell. The
resulting force Fres can be regarded as a trade-off between the two contrary forces:
FMres t   FMpetal t  ÿ FMfugal t  . (19)
Equation (6) for the decision in which a settlement takes place can now be modified as
follows:
if SMt   0 and FMres t   eMt   max , (20)
then SMt 1  2 .
For the sake of simplicity, the scaling factor t does not appear in this equation, since in
the following we set t  1 and control the impact of the noise factor eM(t ) by means
of the scaling factors A and B.
It seems reasonable to suppose that agglomerations will take place only if A is
sufficiently large relative to B, but that multiple subcentres are possible only if B is suffi-
ciently large with respect to A. In accordance with Krugman (1996), the interesting range
for the parameters A, B, op , and of is where:
op
of
>
A
B
>
of
op
. (21)
Transferring this to the present model, the relationship of the four parameters can
be described verbally as follows: as soon as the last two quotients A=B and of =op
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 5. [In colour online.] Cluster structures with different scalings of the noise value t, where
the grids each have nH  50 60 cells and nM  150 180 cells. (a) t  400, (b) t  200,
(c) t  100, (d) t  50, (e) t  25.
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converge towards one another, the generated structure becomes more and more
homogeneous and fewer clusters form. If, on the other hand, both of the first quotients
op=of and A=B converge, larger and larger agglomerations result and the number of
clusters decreases until all areas finally combine to form one large cluster. This
connection is based on the fact that the resulting force Fres causes a preferential treatment
of certain areas of the potential gradient for settlement (figure 6 and figure 7). If the
maximum value of Fres lies in the lower interval of the possible potential values (which lie
between 0 and 1), the density of the generated agglomerations decreases, though the
clusters are preserved providing there is a corresponding strength of centripetal force.
It is this property that represents the major advantage of using centripetal and centrifugal
forces over the more coarse control of using a scaled noise factor.
5 Examples
‘‘A picture may be worth a thousand words, but in this case a pattern is worth a
million numbers.''
Couclelis (1997)
In this chapter some selective generated structures are presented with the help of
qualitative illustrations. The next paragraph describes the associated quantitative
statistical evaluations. For the examples described here some basic settings were fixed.
The growth rate ldev  5 means that, per time step, five cells are developed or settled
by repeating, five times, instruction (6) for the cluster type and instruction (15) for the
interlink type. The scaling factor for the noise value is t  1 and the minimum
distance of the nodes is K  3. In particular, for the interlink type we define the
parameters for the threshold value at the development of a cell Cdev  0:1 and for
the threshold value at the occupation of a cell with a node Cnode  0:1. The parameters
for the centripetal force and the centrifugal force are specified separately in each of the
individual examples. For all examples the initial configuration is as indicated in
equation (5)öthat is, a simulation always starts with an empty cell grid with merely
one node and one street cell as the nucleus in the middle of the grid. The simulations
of the cluster type and interlink type are based on a resolution of nH  50 60 cells
as well as nM  150 180 cells and were executed until step t  500.
5.1 Cluster-type examples
For the cluster type the settlement areas are generated on the basis of a potential field
and the newly developed areas are subsequently attached to the existing road network.
Previously we stated that the density of the agglomerations depends on the area of
the potential gradient that is preferred for settlement. This preference is indicated
by the maximum value of Fres , which is given by the ratio of the control parameters
of the centrifugal and centripetal forces. In this section we examine some examples
from the spectrum of structures that can be generated by varying the value of Fres .
The examples primarily exemplify the control of the number as well as the density of
the agglomeration clusters forming. Figure 6(a) shows the structures resulting when a
centrifugal force dominates, as shown on the graphs below the structures, where the
high point of the potential gradient is at the lower potential values on the x-axis. This
means that lower densities are preferred for settlement. The weight of the potential
field is op  10:0 for the centripetal force and of  8:0 for the centrifugal force. For
all five variants the maximum is in the range of 0 < Fmax < 0:2. Despite the rise of the
strength of the centripetal force achieved by increasing parameter A from 1.8 to 2.2,
the density of the agglomerations remains relatively low. An increase in the maximum
value of Fres from approximately 0.05 to approximately 0.31 results in the formation of
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fewer and fewer clusters. The proportions of the quotients op=of , A=B, and of =op are
summarised for all rows of figure 6 in table 1.
In row B of figure 6 the weight of the potential field was reduced for the centripetal
force to op  2:0 and for the centrifugal force to of  1:0. In this case the maximum
value and the strength of Fres are in the range 0:2 < Fmax < 0:5, and A was increased
incrementally from 1.2 to 1.6, with B  2:0. In figure 6 one can see clearly from left to right
how the number of clusters decreases and the density of the agglomerations increases.
0.0
ÿ0.1
ÿ0.2
0.1
0.0
ÿ0.1
0.1
0.0
Potential Potential Potential
F
o
rc
e
F
o
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e
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
Potential Potential
(a)
0.2
0.1
0.0
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0
Figure 6. [In colour online.] Cluster types with settings for agglomerations of different densities at
t  500. (a) Top left to bottom right: A  1:8, 1.9, 2.0, 2.1, 2.2; B  20; op  10:0; and o1  8:0.
(b) Top left to bottom right: A  1:2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6; B  2:0; op  2:0; of  1:0. (c) A  2:0;
B  2:0; of  1:0; top left to bottom right: op  1:2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6. The graphs below the
pictures show Fres against potential, and thus represent the preferred potential areas.
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Table 1. Proportions of the quotients for figure 6 and figure 7.
op =of A/B of =op
Row A 1.25 0.90 – 1.10 0.80
Row B 2.00 0.60 – 0.80 0.50
Row C 1.20 – 1.60 1.00 0.83 – 0.62
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Finally, in figure 6, row C the structures are dominated by the centripetal force.
The strengths of the two forces were set to be equal using the parameters A  B  2:0.
The weight of the potential field was gradually increased from 1.2 to 1.6 for the
centripetal force op and was set to of  1:0 for the centrifugal force. The graphs
below the structures show that the maximum value of Fres increases from approxi-
mately 0.14 to approximately 0.40, resulting for the most part in a decrease in the
number of clusters forming and an increase in their size.
For all variants the number of resulting clusters depends primarily on the level
of the maximum value of Fres , and therefore on the strength of the resulting force.
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On the other hand, the density of the agglomerations depends on the position of the
maximum value of Fres , and consequently on the preferred region of the potential
gradient for settlement. With the help of the four parameters A, B, op , and of for
the regulation of the two forces, the position and the level of the maximum value of Fres
can be determined. Using this apparatus we can control all major characteristics for
the generation of settlement structures using the cluster type.
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Figure 7. [In colour online.] Interlink types with settings for agglomerations of different densities
at t  500. (a) Top left to bottom: A  1:8, 1.9, 2.0, 2.1, 2.2; B  2:0; op  10:0; and of  8:0.
(b) Top left to bottom right: A  1:2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6; B  2:0; op  2:0; of  1:0. (c) A  2:0;
B  2:0; of  1:0; top left to bottom right: op  1:2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6. The graphs below the
pictures show Fres against potential, and thus represent the preferred potential areas.
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5.2 Interlink-type examples
For the interlink type we used the same parameter settings as for the cluster type.
This enables us to compare the two principles with each other. Since we used the
same settings as above, we will not repeat them here but instead discuss the essential
differences of the results.
Before the procedures of the interlink type begin, three repetitions of the cluster
type are executed to initiate a basic road structure. This basic structure provides the
framework for the aggregation of further settlements areas (figure 7). In reference to
the urban development theory mentioned above, this basis framework could also derive
from a predefined structure of paths. As the same parameter settings have been used as
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in the cluster-type examples, the graphs also show the same series for the resulting
force Fres of the interlink type in figure 7, and the proportions of the quotients op=of ,
A=B, and of =op correspond to those given in table 1.
The obvious differences between the agglomerations in figure 7 and those in
figure 6 result from the fact that, in figure 7, settlements can arise only along streets
or in places next to areas already populated. Nevertheless, we can also see here that the
density of the clusters depends on the position of the maximum value of Fres and that
the number of clusters is dependent on the strength of Fres . In comparison with the
cluster type, the essential difference is that, with the interlink type, the formation of
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Figure 7 (continued).
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agglomerations is only possible along predefined roads. As a result of this restriction
of settlement possibilities, the agglomerations with a low density in the left column of
figure 7 are more densely populated than the comparable structures in the left column
of figure 6. In comparison, no notable differences can be recognised at higher den-
sities. We shall look at these distinctions in more detail in the analysis section with the
help of quantitative measuring. To summarise, one can see that, by means of the four
parameters A, B, op , and of , all major characteristics for the generation of settlement
structures can be controlled for the interlink type as well as for the cluster type.
The field types highwayman and boom, not yet discussed, are inherent to the
interlink type and can be generated by means of the three parameters K, Cdev , and
Cnode . By increasing Cnode to greater than or equal to 1, no more streets are added to
the structure and the hinterland is not developed any further. If we also increase Cdev
to greater than or equal to 1, no cells are settled that do not directly border on a
streetöthat is, this corresponds to the highwayman type. The boom type results
from using relatively low values for Cnode and a high value for K, which hinders
networking of the road branches that lead into the hinterland.
6 Analysis
A visual evaluation is essential in order to understand the morphological character-
istics and to facilitate a quick overview of the different structures generated and their
main characteristics. It is, however, informative to examine the consequences of the
parameter variations in more detail using a variety of qualitative measuring techniques:
the fractal dimension; the rank ^ size analysis; the segregation index, which differen-
tiates between developed and free cells; and the R 2 value for determining correlation
between potential and density and between potential and the connectivity of the road
pattern. Using these characteristic values it is possible to compare the structures and
to identify special features of particular structures or of variations of the parameters.
In the following discussion the different methods of analysis are explained briefly and
then applied to the examples shown earlier.
6.1 Methods
For the determination of the fractal dimension Db the so-called box-counting or grid-
counting method was used (Batty and Longley, 1994; Bovill, 1996; Frankhauser, 2002).
For this a grid is placed over a picture or similar and the mesh size s of the grid is
scaled gradually. With each iteration the number of grid cells Ns is ascertained in
which, in our case, at least one populated cell can be found. Afterwards the total
number of occupied fields is compared with the number of empty fields. For each
scaling step the relationship
Db 
log10Ns
log10 1s
, (22)
is drawn in a log ^ log diagram. The slope of the regression line gives an estimate of
the box-counting dimension X. For 1
s
the number of meshes in the lower row of the
counting grid is used.
For the rank ^ size analysis the sizes of the different clusters are measured and
sorted with regard to their size S. After a rank r has been assigned to every cluster,
where the largest cluster has a value of r  1, the rank ^ size rule means that the
cluster sizes have an inverse relationship to their rank:
Sr  Sl=r , or Sr  Sl r a . (23)
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The distribution of the clusters follows the power law, which is known also as a Pareto
distribution.
A third characteristic value for the generated structures is the index of dissimilarity
or ID (Duncan and Duncan, 1955). The value of the ID can be regarded as the fraction
of cells that have to change their position or their state to produce a homogeneous
uniform distribution.
The two final characteristic values specify the coefficient of determination r 2, taken
from the correlation r, firstly of the potential values PH of the local density and
secondly of the potential values PH of the relative connectivity or mean length (m) of
the nodes NH of the road map.
The connectivity (Haggett, 1991) of a node results from the sum of the minimal
distances to all other nodes. These distances are measured in terms of the nodes one
has to cross on the shortest path, which is calculated by means of the Dijkstra
algorithm. If we divide the value of the connectivity by the number of the remaining
nodes, we obtain the mean length m of the node under consideration. Using this
characteristic value it is possible to compare the different networks from figure 3
with each other [figure 8(a)]. The behaviour of m when comparing networks of differ-
ent sizes is shown on the graph in figure 8(b). As expected m increases with X for large
networks (nN  300 nodes), since the degree of networking decreases and larger
detours become necessary. There is an increase in m in cases in which networks are
expanding, as longer paths are necessary to reach all nodes. The relations between X,
nN , and m are roughly linear (figure 8).
6.2 Analysis of land-use development
Using the measuring methods described above, the corresponding characteristic values
can now be determined for each constellation of parameters. To compensate for
coincidental outlying values, five measurements are taken using the same parameters.
The graphs in figure 9 connect the mean average values of the five measurements,
respectively. The measurement of a generated structure is carried out every 300 time
steps.
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Figure 8. [In colour online.] (a) Mean length m against X (r 2  0:81) for networks with
nN  300; (b) mean length m against nN (r 2  0:93).
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In figure 9 the upper row shows how the quantitative characteristic values of the
version controlled by the scaling of a noise value (figure 5) differ from those of the version
controlled by the weighted influence of the centripetal and centrifugal forces (figure 6).
The progression of the respective series of measurements looks similar for the two
diagrams in figures 9(a) and 9(b). The differences are in the details of the structuresö
for example, in the density of the forming agglomerations, which can be measured
primarily by the characteristic values of the fractal dimension Db and the ID. Since
the measurement of the fractal dimension has been established as a common value
for the quantification and comparison of settlement structures (Batty and Longley,
1994; Bovill, 1996; Frankhauser, 2002), we concentrate on this value. In order that
the different series of measurements are comparable, the x values of figure 9(a) have
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Figure 9. [In colour online.] Diagrams showing the characteristics of the different structures.
(a) Characteristics of the structures in figure 5, as a function of noise factor. (b) Characteristics
of the structures in figure 6(b), as a function of op . (c) Db values from (a) and (b), the difference
between the two, and the mean of that difference. (d) Characteristics of the loosely structured
cluster-type structures in figure 6(a), as a function of A. (e) Characteristics of the densely
structured cluster-type structures in figure 6(a), as a function of op . (f ) Db values from (d) and
(e), the difference between the two, and the mean of that difference. (g) Characteristics of the
loosely structured interlink-type structures in figure 7(a), as a function of A. (h) Characteristics
of the densely structured interlink-type structures in figure 7(c), as a function of op . (i) Db values
from (g) and (h), the difference between the two, and the mean of that difference. Db  fractal
dimension calculated using the box-counting method, a  Pareto coefficient, ID  index
of dissimilarity, pot/den  r 2 of correlation between potential and density, pot ^ con  r 2 of
correlation between potential and connectivity.
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been scaled accordingly. In figure 9(c) the values of Db from figures 9(a) and 9(b) are
compared and the differences of each of the measured values is plotted, yielding an
average of DDb  0:10. In figures 9(d) ^ (f ) the corresponding characteristic values are
given for cluster-type structures with low [figure 9(d)] and high [figure 9(e)] densities.
The average difference of the fractal dimension is DDb  0:13 [figure 9(f )]. Finally,
in figures 9(g) ^ (i) the measured values are represented for the interlink structures at
low and high densities. Particularly noticeable are the clear deviations of the Pareto
exponent a. The average difference of the fractal dimension is again indicated in the
right column [figure 9(i): DDb  0:10.
7 Discussion and conclusion
Using the model presented in this paper, road networks can be generated with different
qualities, controlled primarily by a networking parameter. By introducing a cell
grid with a higher resolution it becomes possible to define the system scale with a
relationship between road meshes and cell sizes. The disadvantage of the method
shown for generating a road network based on a grid is that it constitutes a geo-
metric restriction when compared with Duarte et al's (2007) `urban grammar' method.
However, using our model we can generate topologically extensive structures with a
comparatively simple principle.
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Using four parameters for the two opposite effective forces Fpetal and Ffugal , it is
possible to precisely steer the generation of settlement structures with regard to their
global and local density as well as the size and number of forming clusters. If we
compare the results from figure 6 and figure 7 with Batty's (2005, pages 156 ^ 182)
structurally similar model, one of the striking qualities of the model is the precise
controllability of the settlement density using the resulting force Fres .
As mentioned earlier, the introduction of centripetal and centrifugal forces as
control parameters allows one to achieve a compromise that on the one hand takes
advantage of central places, and on the other follows the need for private free space as
spaciously as possible, which can only be achieved outside the centres. Generally
speaking, it is evident that the value of a location depends on its closeness or distance
to other locations. On the basis of adaptation from Franck (2002), the closeness or
distance can be rated in two different ways: firstly with regard to the travel expenses,
which are connected to the choice of the location, and secondly with regard to the
quality of the view, the air, the landscape, and the absence of sources of disturbances
and impairments. If we assume that travelling expenses, the scarcity of areas available
for building in the centres, and the rates of spatial discounting(1) equalise, the question
arises as to what governs the location choice priorities for particular sections of society,
commercial facilities, or production facilities, and how and why these preferences change.
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(1) Discounting means the assessment of spatial and temporal distance according to the distance to
the here and now. This distance is independent of the assessment of space as utilisable volume and
from the assessment of time as utilisable hour (Franck, 1992, page 3).
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The average preference for a location between the centre and open landscape corresponds
in our model to the resulting force Fres , whose graphs are shown below the illustrations
of the generated structures in figures 6 and 7.
In more recent decades the development of prospering urban regions was indicated
primarily by a strong tendency towards suburbanisation and secondly by an increasing
demand for central locations and a corresponding increase in rents and land prices in
town centres. These contrary trends can be explained on the one hand by increasing
income and with it an increasing demand for residential accommodations in areas of
low building density. A further prerequisite for suburban development is the availability
of a corresponding transport technology and traffic infrastructure which facilitates the
bridging of distances between places of residence and work in a relatively short time.
A primary objective of the methodology introduced here is, after Epstein (2006),
the development of a generative urbanism which enables one to examine different urban
development theories as well as possible consequences of planning schemes in silicio in
an urban laboratory.
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